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Summary 

It is exacted that, by the end of 1986, almost forty 900 MWe nuclear power plants would 
be operating in France. In order to increase their availability, a surveillance has been set 
from the startup of the first unit Fessenheim 1. Mechanical surveillance is only considered 
here, that is, the surveillance of internal structures vibrations, and the detection of loose 
parts. 

The surveillance of vibrations aims to detect an anorraly in interna1* vibratory behaviour 
For that, signals are used from accelerometers located on the pressure vessel and from ex core 
ion chambers. Signatures of these signals (Power Spectral Densities) are obtained periodically 
on,si te and automatically compared with the initial reference signature. Their interpretation 
is based on theoretical and experimental studies, the conclusions of which have yet been < 
published. Results of the six first unit's surveillance, obtained until december 1980, are 
presented, i.e, internal displacements estimates, and evolutions of main vibration modes with 
their interpretation. The displacements of the internals structures have been estimated, using 
the h. parameter, which links the displacement of each internal component to the fluctuation 
of neutron rate. This parameter has been calculated and results are given for each component. 
Concerning the new nuclear plants with partial thermal shield, we only show zero references. 
— - Early detection of loose parts also is important to maintain the integrity of internal 
structures. We use the impulses obtained by accelerometers located on the primary circuit, due 
to shocks of metallic parts and surface wave propagation. Tests have been performed on site 
to determine the system sensitivity : parts weighing 20 g and moving with a velocity of 2 m/s 
can be detected in the bottom of the pressure vessel or of the steam generator. Principle 
of the surveillance is given and two examples are presented : the detection of a loose part 
ipsido a steam generator hot box during the preoperational test and the malfunction of a valve 

Now, the progressive commissioning of new 900 and 1300 MWe nuclear power plants has lead 
us to automatize on site anomaly detection, in order to reduce the operator's work. Other 
developments are being carried out, such as the realization of specific devices, the develop
ment of a data bank, including data from each reactor, from each family of identical reactors 
-ind data related to particular incident. 

Further, theoretical and experimental investigations of abnormal situations are pursued. 



1 • Introduction 
A; the beginning of 1981, fifteen 900 MWc nuclear power plants are operating in France. 

or six of them, the core is surrounded by a cylindrical thermal shield (Fessenheim and 
Bugey) while nine following units (Tricastin, Gravelines, Dampierre) have a partial thermal 
shield (with 4 neutron pads). Twenty more units of the latter type should be added by 1985 
and at the end of 1986 eight 1300 MW nuclear plants should be commissioned too. 

In order to increase their availability, a surveillance system has been set up from the 
very beginning, for an early detection of anomalies and defects. We shall only consider the 
mechanical surveillance of primary circuit, that is, main structure vibrations surveillance 
(internals and vessel) and loose parts detection. We shall go on and present the objectives 
and means of this surveillance, the results already obtained, their interpretation and 
possible future development. 
2. Objectives and means of mechanical surveillance 

\ Mechanical surveillance of nuclear primary circuit aims to permanently check the inte
grity of internals, vessel, of steam generators and of primary pumps J These structures are 
solicited by the turbulence of flow or eventually by shocks from loose moving parts. Thus, 
surveillance should assume that the vibration amplitudes are admissible so that they do not 
cause excessive fatigue and damage. On the other hand, sur/eillance should also detect in 
time, anomalies that could lead to degradation, rupture and loosing of metallic parts, quite 
harmful themselves. Periodical surveillance of component vibrations and detection of shocks 
against the walls of primary circuit hence are complementary. Howewer, the means involved 
inthis surveillance should not hinder the normal operation of the plant. 

The surveillance of the vessel and its internals vibrations uses external transducers 
which are, the usual ion chambers and accelerometers set upon the vessel. In order to detect 
loose part, we use signatures from these accelerometers and from others located on the 
steam generator. Surveillance of primary pumps is also achieved through the usual transducers 
of the plant. , 

All the signatures are analysed on site with a specific equipment (SURVIB and ACOUSSUR), 
that allows time and frequency analysis, and analogic or numerical recordings. More powerful 
devices are also available from specialised teams, in order to provide a latter but more 
sophisticated analysis and a possible diagnosis. 
3. Surveillance of vibratory behaviour 

3.1 Principle 
In order to .."iterpret the signatures, we need to know the modes of vibration of each 

structure. This knowledge has been obtained front analytical and experimental studies : calcu
lation codes qualified by tests on reduced scale models in steady water and under flow {2}{3}, 
and tests during commissioning of reactor internals (Fessenheim 1, Bugey 5, Tricastin 1). 

Vibrations of lower internals are indirectly obtainable on ex core ion chambers through 
attenuation effects of neutron flux, according to the following formula. {— )̂ = - h..A x , 
h.j linking the displacement Ax of each vibrating component 1 (fuel, baffle, core barrel, 
thermal shield, vessel), to the relative change of counting rateAr/ {4} {5}. The h. 
factors have been calculated for the six reactors of Fessenheim and Bugey with a cylindrical 
thermal shield, with the aid of 1 D transport computations from ANISN code and verified 



during startup of Bugey 5 (table 1). This preliminary knowledge, together with the measure
ments performed during startup of the power plant allow us to set a zero reference. Detection 
of anomalies and evolutions that can characterize a defect-such as the degradation of the 
hold down spring (upper fitting of the core barrel), rupture of a flexure (lewer fitting 
between thermal shield and core barrel), defect in the watertightness of the baffle - is 
made easier by specific studies taking into account changes of limit conditions {6} {7}. 

Presently, on site surveillance (first step) aims to detect the evolutions from normal 
condition. It consists in : 
- a monthly survey of four signals, originated by two ion chambers and two accelerometers, 
using a spectrum analyser interfaced with a desk computer that compares automatically 
these spectra with references obtained after each refueling. 

- a trimestrial survey of every signature, in order to establish a complete vibratory situa
tion of the primary circuit (frequencies and amplitudes of modes, displacement of struc
tures) as well as to check proper functionning of transducers. 
These data are periodically sent to a specialised team (second step) in order to set up a 
file with the history of each reactor and to establish a synthesis of behaviour for each 
reactor family (with partial or circular neutron shield). Moreover, special analysis 
calling for correlation techniques are performed twice a year or after detection of anomaly.* 
Analogic cassettes sent by the power plants or magnetic tapes recorded on site are used. 

3.2 Internals and vessel surveillance 
The systematic surveillance of 900 MWe power plants started in 1977 with the first 

unit Fessenheim 1. This surveillance confirms that internal structure main motions can be ! 

observed on external signatures : fuel motion, first cantilever beam mode of core barrel, 
some of its ring modes and those of the thermal shield, are the most significative. Table 2 
gives the characteristics of most observed modes. Evolutions of frequency and amplitude of 
these modes may occur during reactor life ; they are due to changes in structures supporting, 
and can be usual or not, thus announcing possible mechanical defect (softening of hold 
down spring, rupture of flexure, baffle). 

As far as the core barrel is concerned, three types of behaviour have been observed : 
free swinging around 7.5 Hz (see fig. 1, without and with fuel), swinging around 11. Hz, with 
permanent contact on one or more radial key linked to the vessel (see fig. 1), swinging with 
intermittent contact, creating a complex vibration around 7. and 11. Hz. This behaviour may 
change during one cycle of fuel, during variation of power, or from previous to next cycle, 
due to a clearance reduction between vessel and core barrel. These changes lead to amplitude 
variations ; for instance, clamping of -Tower internal reduces the motion amplitude of core 
barrel by half. This can be detected on the RMS* value of current fluctuation i between 
0.5 and 200. Hz or on the neutron noise PSD**. Tables 1,2 and 3 summarize the behaviour of 
the six first units internal structures in the last three years. Peak to peak displacements 
(8a) have been estimated for that mode, using the area of the resonance around 7.5 Hz or 11 H 
(i z) and mean current I, in the already mentionned relation 5/1 = h.Ax, where h = 0.15 cm"* 
(table 2). They are contained between 70 to 350 y for free mode and between 30 to 70u for 
clamped mode. Surveillance of that mode is quite necessary for detection of the hold down 
spring ill function : as a matter of fact, decreasing of stiffness would reduce the resonance 
* - root mean square 
a - power spectral density 



f) equoncy and increase the amplitude, as preliminary tests on mock-up have shown(7} {3}. At 
the end of 79, we were about to fear such an incident, because the resonance frequency had 
started decreasing, and a weekly survey was performed till february 80, but no important 
changes of the signature could be revealed. 

Let us consider now the second type of incident, that is the rupture of one therma' 
shield flexure. We know that such a rupture would reduce the frequency of the thermal shield 
ring mode n = 2 from 11.5 Hz to about 10.5 Hz {b}. But that resonance is unfortunately 
occulted in the 11. Hz swinging motion of core barrel due to a lower clamping on one or more 
radial keys, and such a situation makes difficult the detection of that incident. Now, in the 
more favourable case of free internals swinging, the presence of that n = z ring mode is not 
discernible at anytime, but we may presume that an eventual defect would increase the signal 
amplitude in that range of frequency. 

Concerning now detection of a defect inside the core, for instance relative to baffle 
watertightness or fuel elements fixing, in core measurements (with miniature fission chambers) 
seem more appropriate and RD program is being carried on. 

The other resonances appearing in the signatures have been regularly checked too, but 
only low variations have been noticed. To conclude with these six first units, situation 
at the end of 1980 was the following : five internal structures were swinging without any 
contact with the vessel. Fig. 2 shows a global comparison of their signatures. 

Dealing now with the more recent reactors equipped with a partial thermal shielc4, global 
reference signatures have been performed on the six first units (Tricastin \-2% Gravelines 
1-2, Dampierre \~'l) and surveillance is achieved by plant operators. The references quite ( 

agree with preliminary tests (on mock-up and reactor). Displacements have been assessed 
according to h estimates. 
4,. Detection of loose parts 

4.1 Principle 
During the reactor starting off or at full power,, the accelerometers set upon the 

primary circuit give rise to pulses in connection with the usual plant operation : control 
rod motions, starting of circuits, guide tubes of in core detectors. They are originated by 
shocks and waves propagating at the surface of primary or secundary containment. However 
various situations may happen when pulses are created by abnormal phenomena, such as internal 
structures crashing together, or metallic parts falling loose from damaged structures. It 
is required, firstly to determine if the detected pulses are due to identifiable shocks or 
not, secondly to localize the source of events. Therefore the surveillance includes the 
detection, the identification and the localisation. 

In normal condition, a daily control is performed by plant operators. They listen to 
j 

and look at the signals and measure their characteristics (RMS and peak value). When shocks 
are detected, the identification with known phenomena is made easier by comparison with 
the characteristic forms kept in a memory (on analogic cassette or on graphics) : 
- rod motions : periodical shocks, known period (see fig. 3), 
- shocks of in core detector guide tubes against fuel elements : no simultaneous on different 

accelerometers, successive damped pulse trains (rattling) (see fig. 4), 
In the case of non recognition, a specialised team uses a specific device that allows 

statistical treatment of some characteristic shock parameters : rise time, amplitude, duratior 



.nix intervais between arrivals of pulses. These parameters are known to vary with the dis
tance of propagation and, in certain cases it is thus possible to localise the perturbation 
without stopping the reactor. 

During startup, or during a change }f operation, permanent surveillance is assured 
by the cotétrol room operators. 

The sensitivity of the acoustic surveillance system (ACOUSSUR) was determined experimen
tally : it is about 3 to 5 10"^ J at the bottom of the pressure vessel or the steam generator, 
for pulse peak amplitudes three times higher than noise. This allows detection of loose parts, 
of a minimum weight of 20 g, moving with a velocity of 2 m/s. 

4.2 Examples of detection 
During a cold test on reactor Bugey 5, ACOUSSUR helped in detecting the loss of a 

displacement transducer inside the hot water box of steam generator N° 2. Metallic suppporting 
plates broke, then the transducer fell down and started to knock against the surrounding 
structures because of the flow turbulence (see fig. 5 ) . 

We were also able to detect a periodical increase of the noise level at the bottom of a 
steam generator. This was due to the unexpected opening of a valve, uncorrectly adjusted 
(see fig. 4). 
5. Developments 

Fundamental knowledge and experience allows JS to envisage now some automatisation of 
mechanical surveillance. 

As for vibratory surveillance, it is possible to conceive a simple device. It would 
indicate the variance of signals in some frequency bands, on line, and detect changes of 
internals swinging process. This would complement the monthly analyses. We also envisage 
to automatize acquisition of signals, in case of anomaly for instance, in order to get and 
keep the evolving signatures in the memory. Let us consider now the numerous data coming from 
nuclear power plants, it will be useful to build data bank. It will take into account 
hypothetical incidents, after simulation of these on mock-up or by calculus. That ought to 
contribute to c better definition of anomaly threshold and a more precise diagnosis. 

Automatic detection of impulses is also envisaged in order to lighten the daily control, 
by activation of an alarm in case of mechanical shocks on the walls of the primary circuit, 
^"prototype will allow to verify the fiability and redundancy of that alarm before an indus-
trialyse. 

Further, theoretical and experimental investigations on abnormal situations are being 
carried on. 
6. Conclusion 

Surveillance of primary circuits has been systematically achieved from the start up of 
French 900 MWe nuclear power plants. Normal'vibratory behaviour of internal structures and 
pressure vessel is now well established and anomalies can be detected each month automatically 
Impulse signals in relation with normal operation of the plant have been studied and can be 
identified with the aid of a relatively simple loose part monitoring system. 

New developments are now concerned with a continuous anomaly detection, with an automata 
characterization of shocks, with the formation of a data bank taking into account the numerou' 
data from different reactors, with complpnipntary investigation on eventual incidents. These 
developments ought to lighten the load of plant operators and to realize a more effective 
r.urveil lance. 
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Table 1 : Scale factors resulting from I D transport calculations 
by ANISN code (reactors with cylindrical thermal shield) 

Fuel : hj 
Core barrel : f^ 
Thermal shield : hj 

0.11 cm"} 
0.02 cm"{ 
0.03 cm - 1 

Pendulum motion : hq 0.15 cm"1 

Table 2 : Evolution of core barrel main motion (reactors with 
cylindrical thermal shield) 

reactors 
free mode 

7.5 Hz 
clamped mode 

11 Hz 
Intermittent modes 
7.5 - 11 Hz 
cycle 

reactors 
cycle amplitude* cycle ampli tude 

Intermittent modes 
7.5 - 11 Hz 
cycle 

Fessenheim 1 N° 3 160 to 360 y N° 1 
N° 2(B)« 

40 to 
70 y 

N° 1 (E)*x 

Fessenheim 2 N° 1 
N° 2 

150 to 
180 y 

N° 3(B) 40 to 60 y 

Bugey 2 N° 1 
(B<50 %) 
N° 1 (E) 
N° 2 (B) 

70 y 

280 to 290 y 

N° 1 
(100 « •+] 

30 to 
40 y 

N° 1 
(B : 50 % to 100 %) 

Bugey 3 N° 1 
N° 2 (B) 

200 to 330 y 
300 to 350 y 

Bugey 4 N° 1 (E) 
N° 2 (B) 310 to 320 y 

N° 1 (B) 35 to 
45 p 

N° 1 (M)*x 

Bugey 5 N° 1(B) 120 to 145 y 

Displacements 
between 70 and 350 y 

Displacements 
between 30 and 70 y 

l 

x amplitudes measured with h = 0.15 cm-1 xx B : beginning 
E : end 
M : middle 



Table 3 : Interpretation and evolution of internals main movements (1977 to 1980) 
(reactors with cylindrical thermal shield) 

Observed frequencies on the internal structures (Hz) 
i (mean behaviour) 

Interpretation 
FSH 1 ! FSH 2 

• i 
BGY 2 BGY 3 BGY 4 BGY 5 all reactors 

Interpretation Detected by 

; 3 to 3.2 j 3 
i 

3 to 2.5. Fuel motion Neutron noise 
7 to 
7.3 

J7.2 
! 
j 

7.2 
to 
7.5 . 

7.2 7.2 6.5 and 
7.2 

6.5 to 7.5 Free beam mode n = 1 
of core barrel 

Clamped beam mode n =1 
of core barrel 

Neutron noise 

j 

10.8 ! 
to ! 

U.5 j 
i 

11.4 
to 
11.8 

11 10.8 to 11.5 

Free beam mode n = 1 
of core barrel 

Clamped beam mode n =1 
of core barrel 

Accelerometers 

i 
t 

11.5 11.7 11.5 

14 
to 
16 

11.5 to 12 11.4 11.4 to 12 11.4 to 12 Ring mode n = 2 
of thermal shieltl 
Conjugated ring modes 
n « ^ of thermal shield 

Neutron noise 

i 
13.5 
and 
15.1 

14.2 
and 
15 

11.5 

14 
to 
16 

14.4 
and 
15.5 

13.8 
and 
15 

145 
and 
16.4 

13.5 to 14.5 
and 

15 to 13.4 

Ring mode n = 2 
of thermal shieltl 
Conjugated ring modes 
n « ^ of thermal shield 

Neutron noise 

! 13.5 113.5-14.6 
j 1 . 

14.5-15.6 16 - 16.5 15 15.5 13.5 to 16.5 Main vessel motion Accelerometers 
| 19 to 20 | 19.5 19 19.5 19.5 19.5 to 20 19 to 20 Ring mode n * 2 

of upper core barrel Neutron Noise 
24.8 

i 
1 ,., 

24.8 24.8 24.8 24.8 24.8 24.8 Rotation frequency 
of primary pumps 

Accelerometers 
(neutron noise) j 

I 33 
: 34 

C2 
45 

33 
34 
42 
45 

31.5 
42 

32 - 33 
34 

41 to 42 

33 
34 
42 

33 
34 
42 

31.5 to 33 
34 

41 to 42 
45 

Complex modes of 
internals 

Neutron noise 
Accelerometers 



H9.\ -CHARACTERISTIC SIGNATURES OF FRENCH PWK'i INTERNALS AND VESSEL 

( Cylindrical thermal shield ) 

FREE SWINGING OF THE CORE BARREL CORE BARREL CLAMPED ON A LOW RADIAL KEY 
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Fig.a -GLORAL COMPARISON OF SfbN/TUKES OBUINEO ON 
THE T W i l V E FIRST TOOMW NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS 

NEUTRON NOISE SIGNATURE OF SIX FIRST «OOMW* UNITS (11/10) 
(CYLINDRICAL THERMAL SHIELD ) 

EUTRON NOISE SIGNATURE OP N I W t O O M W * UNITS ON THE 
EGINNING OF CYCLE 1 (PARTIAL THERMAL SHIELO ) 
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Vessel bottom Vessel head SG n l SG nT2 SG ic3 
F ig .3 - IMPULSES DUE TO CONTROL ROD DRIVING MECHANISM A N D 

NOISE INDUCED BY ABNORMAL VALVE OPENING ON S.G n'1 (BUGEY4) 

Fig. 4 - CHARACTERISTIC RATTLING NOISE PERCEIVED IN THE 

BOTTOM OF PRESSURE V f SS El ( DA MPIC RRE 1 ) 
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"•fcifiiiiiiii DETECTION OF SHOCKS FROM A N O N PERMANENT 
TRANDUCER INSIDE A STEAM GENERATOR HOT WATER 
BOX . D U R I N G STARTING OF PRIMARY PUMP 

( C o l d lest of BUGEY 5 ) 
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